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Abstract
In this master’s thesis, I am considering the problem of two superconducting
electrodes connected by a weak link. In such systems, a phenomenon known
as the Josephson effect occurs. The Josephson effect is the flow of the direct
electrical current through the non-biased system or the flow of the alternat-
ing current through the system which is biased by a constant voltage. That
current is called the Josephson current and systems like those are known
as Josephson junctions. In this thesis, the weak link between the supercon-
ducting electrodes consists of one or two quantum dots. In such cases, the
Josephson current is carried by the discrete states known as Andreev bound
states, formed through the Andreev reflection mechanism: electrons imping-
ing on the interface between the superconductor and the normal metal are
reflected back into the normal metal as holes, while pairs of electrons (the
Cooper pairs) are formed in the superconductor. The Andreev bound states
are visible as resonant peaks in the density of states of quantum dots. Here
I search for those states in three different approximations: the case of no
Coulomb repulsion between electrons in the dots, the case of electrons inter-
acting through an infinite interaction and the case of infinite superconducting
gap.
Keywords: Quantum dots, BCS superconductors, Josephson effect,
Andreev bound states, Andreev reflection
PACS: 74.50.+r, 74.45.+c, 73.63.Kv

Izvlecˇek
V tej magistrski nalogi obravnavam problem dveh superprevodnih elektrod,
povezanih s sˇibko povezavo. V taksˇnih sistemih pride do pojava, znanega
kot Josephsonov pojav. Josephsonov pojav pomeni pretok enosmernega
elektricˇnega toka skozi sistem, ki ni povezan z napetostnim virom, ali pre-
tok izmenicˇnega toka skozi sistem, ki je prikljucˇen na konstantno napetost.
Ta tok se imenuje Josephsonov tok in tovrstni sistemi so znani kot Joseph-
sonovi spoji. V tem delu sˇibko povezavo med superprevodnimi elektrodami
predstavljata ena ali dve kvantni piki. V takih primerih Josephsonov tok
prenasˇajo diskretna stanja, ki se imenujejo Andreevova vezana stanja in ki
nastanejo prek mehanizma Andreevovih odbojev: elektroni, ki vpadajo na
vmesnik med superprevodnikom in normalno kovino, se odbijejo nazaj v nor-
malno kovino kot vrzeli, medtem ko v superprevodniku nastanejo pari elek-
tronov (Cooperjevi pari). Andreevova vezana stanja so vidna kot resonancˇni
vrhovi v gostoti stanj kvantnih pik. V magisteriju iˇscˇem ta stanja v treh ra-
zlicˇnih priblizˇkih: primer, ko med elektroni v kvantni piki ni Coulombovega
odboja, potem primer, ko je Coulombov odboj med elektroni neskoncˇen, in
primer, ko je energijska rezˇa neskoncˇna.
Kljucˇne besede: Kvantne pike, BCS superprevodniki, Josephsonov
pojav, Andreevovaa vezana stanja, Andreevov odboj
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In this master’s thesis I study systems composed of quantum dots connected
to superconducting leads. In this case, in the superconductor’s energy gap,
discrete bound states arise, called the Andreev bound states. The central
part of my master’s thesis is the study of the emergence of these states in
different approximations. Andreev bound states are important in systems
of coupled quantum dots with superconductors, because these are the states
that conduct the supercurrent. Supercurrent or Josephson’s current flows
through a system in which two superconductors are connected through a
thin barrier, which can be an insulator, a normal metal, constriction of su-
perconductor, etc. Josephson current is DC if the system is not connected to
an external voltage or AC if the system is connected to a constant voltage.
Such a system, called Josephson’s junction, finds a practical application in
the measurement of magnetic flux.
The master’s thesis consists of three parts. In the first part I describe
the first microscopic theory of superconductivity, the so-called BCS theory.
Then I explain the Josephson effect, which refers to the appearance of a
supercurrent through the Josephson junction.
The second part describes the system of one quantum dot connected to
two superconductors. In this section I explain the mechanism that leads
to the formation of Andreev bound states, as well as the formation itself.
Then I present the model and formalism used to describe these systems.
I calculate the density of the states, which exhibit Andreev bound states.
Green’s function greatly facilitates this task. That is why in the second part
I discuss the concept of Green’s function and the way to calculate it. A
model that describes a quantum dot system connected to superconductors is
exactly solvable only when there is no Coulomb repulsion between electrons
in the quantum dot. Otherwise, it is necessary to use approximations. First
thus I calculate the density of states in the absence of repulsion, which can
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Chapter 1. Introduction
serve to illustrate how the Andreev bound states arise. Then I take the
approximation of the infinite Coulomb interaction. The third case I study is
the approximation of an infinite superconducting gap, in which the system
can be exactly diagonalized, showing that the system changes the ground
state from singlet to doublet, changing the direction of the Josephson current.
In the third part of this master thesis, I study the system in which two
quantum dots are interconnected and connected to superconducting wires. I
calculate the density of states of the system in the same three approaches as
in the second part.
1.1 Quantum dots
Quantum dots (QD) are small, artificially made structures. Their size is
varying from a few nanometers to a few micrometers. Because they are
so small, the motion of electrons in them is confined in all three spatial
dimensions. That implies similarities with atoms. [1]
A semiconductor QD typically has a million of atoms with an equivalent
number of electrons, which are tightly bound to the nuclei. The number of
free electrons is however much smaller, up to a few hundreds. The electronic
structure of QDs is quantized in orbitals that can contain two electrons of
opposite spin and the excitation spectrum is discrete. That is the first simi-
larity with real atoms. A gate electrode can be attached to a QD to control
the filling of the discrete orbitals. Another characteristic of a QD is the
charging energy, analogous to the ionization energy in atoms. An extra elec-
tron with charge e changes the electrostatic potential energy by the charging
energy EC = e
2/C, where C is the capacitance of the QD [1]. Because of
those similarities, QDs are called artificial atoms, even though they are much
bigger in size than atoms. They are more suitable for exploring physical phe-
nomena on the atomic level, because it is possible to attach them to voltage
and current leads to probe their atomic states. Molecules (particularly car-
bon nanotubes) can also be considered as QDs because they show similar
properties.
1.2 BCS theory of superconductivity
Superconductivity was discovered in 1911 by H. Kamerlingh Onnes in Nether-
lands [2, 3]. Below a certain critical temperature Tc some materials undergo
transition into the superconducting state, characterized by two basic proper-
ties. Firstly, their electrical resistance is equal to zero or, in other words, they
14
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are perfect electric conductors. Secondly, they are perfect diamagnets. Any
magnetic field lines that pass through a superconducting sample when it is in
its normal state are expelled once the sample becomes superconducting. This
field expulsion phenomenon is known as the Meissner effect. Based on that,
one can define a critical magnetic field Bc(T ) of the superconducting mate-
rial, which is the maximum applied magnetic field at a temperature T such
that the material remains superconducting. The temperature dependence of
the critical magnetic field is given by








where B0 is the critical magnetic field at absolute zero temperature. There
are two types of superconductors (SC): type I superconductor and type II
superconductor. Type I superconductors are perfectly diamagnetic below a
critical field BC(T ) which is generally quite low. In general those are elements
like mercury or aluminum. Almost all superconductors that have high TC
are type II superconductors. They have two critical magnetic fields BC1(T )
and BC2(T ). For fields B < BC1 they are in superconducting state and for
fields B > BC2 they are in normal state. When magnetic fields are such
that BC1 < B < BC2, type II superconductors are in a mixed state, which
is characterized by the presence of magnetic flux inside it, but the electric
resistivity is still zero.
The first microscopic theory of superconductivity was developed in 1950s
by John Bardeen, Leon Cooper, and J. Robert Schrieffer, which was named
after their initials: the BCS theory. Electronic properties of normal metals
are determined by the electrons near the Fermi energy EF . Cooper showed
that if there is an attractive interaction between two electrons at the Fermi
level, they can form a bound state which has energy lower than 2EF . Those
two electrons are called a Cooper pair. How is it possible that two elec-
trons attract each other? When an electron enters the crystal lattice, it
collides with its vibrating atoms and displaces positively charged atomic nu-
clei towards itself as it travels past. Some other electron is attracted by
that positively charged region and indirectly to the first electron. The BCS
theory states that when the transition to the superconducting state occurs,
the electrons pair up to form Cooper pairs. The distance between two elec-
trons that form a Cooper pair is large on the atomic scale, so between them
is about million other electrons that are forming Cooper pairs with other
distant electrons. Pairs of electrons behave like bosons which can condense
into the same energy level. In the superconducting transition, the density of
states (DOS) becomes drastically changed near the Fermi level. As shown in
15
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Fig. 1.1, an energy gap, that characterizes the SC state, appears around EF
because the collection of Cooper pairs has lower ground state energy than
the Fermi gas of non-interacting electrons.





Figure 1.1: The energy gap which appears in the superconducting DOS with
the SC gap parameter ∆ = 0.1.
1.3 Josephson effect
In structures where the SCs are in contact with non-superconducting mate-
rial (we will denote it by X, because it can be anything from normal metals to
QDs), electron pairs moving from the SC affect the material which acquires
superconducting properties near the interface. That is known as the SC
proximity effect [4]. If we connect a QD to SC leads, its electronic structure
will drastically change. Cooper pairs will be leaking into the QD through
resonant tunnelling, another instance of the proximity effect. It leads to the
formation of a gap in the QD DOS. Furthermore, discrete sub-gap states
arise. We will explain that later.
Another important phenomenon, related to the proximity effect, is the Joseph-
son effect, in which X can be an insulating barrier I, a normal metal, provided
that it is thin enough, or one or more QDs [2, 5, 6]. In 1962, B. D. Josephson
predicted that at zero voltage bias, a constant current
Is = Ic sinϕ, (1.2)
flows between two SCs coupled by a tunnel barrier. The driving force is the
phase difference ϕ = ϕL − ϕR of the two superconductors’ wave functions.
16
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The amplitude Ic is called the critical current. Josephson furthermore pre-
dicted that if a finite voltage bias V is applied across the junction, the phase







so the supercurrent is an alternating current of amplitude Ic and frequency
ν = 2eV/h. Since frequencies can be measured with great accuracy, Josephson-
junction devices have become the voltage standard. The most famous ap-
plication of the Josephson effect are SQUIDs (Superconducting QUantum
Interference Devices), used for ultra-sensitive magnetic flux measurements.
The free energy stored in the Josephson junction is
F =
∫
I · V dt = ~
2e
∫
Idϕ = − ~
2e
Ic cos(ϕ) + const. (1.4)
When no current passes through it the phase difference across the junction
is ϕ = 0 or ϕ = pi. From eq. (1.4) we see that for Ic > 0 the phase
difference equal to pi corresponds to the energy maximum and therefore is
unstable, while the phase difference equal to 0 corresponds to the energy
minimum and represents the ground state of the Josephson junction. That
is the 0 Josephson junction. There are also situations in which Ic < 0 and
the phase difference equal to pi corresponds to the ground state. That is the
pi Josephson junction [9].
Many experiments reported the measurement of a Josephson supercurrent
through the QDs. By studying a QD’s DOS in the proximity effect we can
better understand what is happening when one or more QDs are connected
to SC leads.
There is a connection between the spectrum of a S-X-S junction and the
supercurrent flowing through it which is composed from two parts
1. the contribution of the discrete sub-gap states;
2. the contribution of the continuum.
If X is a QD, a significant part of the supercurrent is carried by the discrete
sub-gap states [7]. So knowing these discrete states is particularly important
for the Josephson effect. In the following thus we will concentrate on the





Quantum dots connected to
superconducting leads
The discrete states that appear inside the SC gap are called Andreev bound
states (ABS) [4, 8, 9]. As already said, these states are responsible for the
transmission of the Josephson current. The goal is to obtain excitation spec-
trum of a Josephson junction including those states. From the spectrum it
is possible to deduce some observables, particularly the Josephson current.
First we will see the mechanism by which the ABSs appear. Afterwards
we will describe the model by which the DOS can be obtained, and to cal-
culate and plot the DOS itself.
2.1 Andreev reflection
Suppose that normal and SC electrodes are connected by a thin barrier and
kept at a voltage difference V. We are particularly interested in the case
|ε| < ∆, where ε = eV is the electron energy. Those are electrons that have
energy smaller than the SC gap. The SC has no states available up to an
energy ∆ around the Fermi level and the voltage is not enough to provide
for this energy difference. There are two possibilities for the electrons to
be transferred through the normal metal - superconductor interface: normal
reflection and Andreev reflection. Normal reflection means that the electron
is simply reflected from the interface, goes back to normal metal and there
is no net charge transfer from the left to the right electrode. But when the
other electrode is a SC, there is one additional contribution and that is the
Andreev reflection (AR) [4]. In AR an electron is converted to a hole, and
a Cooper pair is created in the SC. A net charge 2e is transmitted through
the interface. At low voltage the AR is the only process responsible for the
19
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electrical current, while for high voltages (above the SC gap) transmission of
an incident electron also contributes to the current. AR at the normal metal
- superconductor interface is schematically represented in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the Andreev reflection. Taken from
http://qmag.jku.at/pcar.php.
A wave function that describes quasiparticle excitations in a SC can be
written as a two-component wave function Ψe,h =
u
v
. It is obtained by
solving the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equation [10]H ∆
∆∗ −H∗
Ψ = εΨ, (2.1)
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system, ∆ is the SC gap parameter while
H∗ and ∆∗ are their complex conjugated terms. Outside the SC gap, for
energies ε  ∆, electron-like wave function Ψe has v = 0 (in other words
quasiparticle is true electron), while Ψh has u = 0 (quasiparticle is true
hole). At energy ε = ∆ it is true that Ψe = Ψh so the quasiparticle has equal
electron and hole character. Inside the SC gap for ε < ∆, the AR occurs. It
can be described by the BdG equation and the SC order parameter ∆ has
to be determined self-consistently, while solving the equations. That is the
difficult task but fortunately for the qualitative description of AR we don’t
need to know the precise SC order parameter profile, and we can approximate
20
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it by a step-function
∆ =
{
0 z < 0
∆0e
iϕ z > 0
.
The AR hole acquires phase relative to the incident electron, which depends
on energy and on the SC phase ϕ. Similarly, an incident hole on the NS
interface is reflected as an electron. So the right propagating electron carries
a charge −e and reflects as a left-propagating hole with charge +e. In order
for charge to be conserved, a charge −2e enters the SC as a Cooper pair.
The same applies for the energies |ε| > ∆, but the AR probability is less
than unity in that case and it falls off rapidly with the distance from the SC
gap edge.
2.2 Andreev bound states
In AR an incident electron with energy below the SC gap is reflected by the
NS interface as its time-reverse conjugated hole. This process is similar to
the optical phase conjugation [4, 8, 11, 12]. In SNS junction multiple ARs
can occur, and the hole can be subsequently reflected as an electron. These
multiple ARs can result in bound discrete states. In order for that to happen,
the acquired phase has to fulfil the resonance condition. Those bound states
are Andreev bound states (ABSs). They correspond to optical resonant
standing waves but they are electronic excitations obtained by superposition
of time-reversed states with opposite spins. Within the SC gap, ABSs form
discrete spectrum which depends on the SC phase difference between left and
right SC electrode ϕ, because in each AR an electron (hole) acquires a phase
ϕL or ϕR. The phase difference is analogous to the length of Fabry-Perot (FP)
optical cavity in an optical phase conjugation process. The phase dependence
is characteristic of ABSs and the proof that they can carry a supercurrent.
Changing the phase difference between two SC leads corresponds to moving
mirrors in FP resonator and that changes the energies En(ϕ) of the ABS.







through the device. States outside the SC gap (in the continuous spectrum)
have smaller contributions to the supercurrent. So the ABS set determines
Josephson effects in such systems and ABSs play central role in mesoscopic
superconductivity. Interest in studying ABSs has increased after they were
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proposed for using as qubits [1]. Fig. 2.2 schematically represents how ABSs
are formed.
Figure 2.2: a) Schematic representation of the ABSs formation. b) DOS
which in addition to continuous part shows discrete peaks corresponding to
ABSs. [12]
2.3 An S-QD-S model and formalism
In many cases, a system consisting of a quantum dot coupled to super-
conducting leads can be described by the single impurity Anderson model
(SIAM) coupled to BCS leads [8, 17]. Schematically represented S-QD-S
system is shown in fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the S-QD-S system.
The SIAM is described by the Hamiltonian







2.3. An S-QD-S model and formalism










describes an impurity with a single-particle level ε. Operators d†σ, dσ cre-
ate (annihilate) an on-dot electron with spin σ, and U describes the local


















where c†αkσ, cαkσ are the creation and annihilation operators of electrons with
momentum k and spin σ, ∆α = |∆α|eiϕα is the complex order parameter,
with |∆α| as the amplitude of the superconducting gap, and ϕα as the su-










describes the coupling where tα denotes the tunnelling matrix elements. We
assume the tunnelling coupling magnitude Γα = pi|tα|2ρα (where ρα is the
normal-state density of lead electron states at the Fermi level) to be constant
in the energy range of interest. We further denote Γ = ΓL + ΓR.
We can observe different situations, namely non-interacting and interact-
ing cases. The non-interacting case is the only exactly solvable case of the
system. In non-interacting systems U = 0, an ABS arises from virtual multi-
ple AR processes at the interface between the dot and each of the leads. The
condition for the appearance of ABSs is that the accumulated phase in the
closed trajectory be a multiple of 2pi. The case when U 6= 0 is not exactly
solvable, but there are some approximations that can be made. First we
study the case when U →∞ and than the situation of large SC gap ∆→∞.
We assume that ∆L = ∆R = ∆. If U is big, bound states appear due to the
exchange interaction.
There are more complex situations which cannot be described by the
SIAM. These include situations where the transport occurs through a de-
vice with several dots or where several quantum channels in a single dot are
involved. Transport through double quantum dots connected either in paral-
lel or in series to superconducting electrodes has been extensively analysed.
Most of the theoretical works describe this situation by using the SIAM to
represent each dot and introducing extra terms describing the coupling to
the leads. Now we will briefly present results of the S-QD-s system and later
23
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in chapter 3 the calculation for double quantum dot (DQD) connected to SC
leads will be presented.
Superconductivity induces correlations between electrons and holes of
opposite spins, hence it is appropriate to introduce electron-hole spinor field






. First let us
say something about Green’s function of the system.
2.4 Green’s function
The properties of a quantum mechanical system are described by expectation
values, which can be determined from the calculation of Green’s function(GF)
[4, 13]. In the context of many-body physics, a generic GF has the form of




. It indicates the temporal evolution
between times t and t′ of a system initially in state |Ψ〉. The QD’s GFs in




















where t is the time variable. The QD’s spinor field operator in Heisenberg
notation is ψd(t) = e
iHtψde
−iHt, where we have taken the ~ = 1 convention.






that is in charge of preserving the GF’s causality. Θ(t) is Heavyside step























 {d↑(t), d†↑(0)} {d↑(t), d↓(0)}{






2.5. Non-interacting case in the S-QD-S system
In the case of time-independent Hamiltonian, GF can be calculated from the
equation of motion (EOM), which can be derived from the GF time derivative
GAB(t) = 〈〈A;B〉〉t by the Laplace transformation GAB(z) = 〈〈A;B〉〉z =∫∞
0
eizt 〈〈A;B〉〉t dt. Here we write operators A(t) and B(t′) instead of the
spinor field operator ψd(t) as a general case. The EOM is then
z 〈〈A;B〉〉z = 〈{A,B}〉+ 〈〈[A,H] ;B〉〉z = 〈{A,B}〉+ 〈〈A; [H,B]〉〉z , (2.12)
where we define
GAB(z = ω + iδ) = G
R
AB
GAB(z = ω − iδ) = GAAB,
(2.13)
δ is small positive number [13].
2.5 Non-interacting case in the S-QD-S sys-
tem
In order to obtain QD’s GF, we use the Nambu formalism and insert the
expression Gdd(z) = 〈〈Ψd; Ψd†〉〉z into the EOM eq. (2.12). Now we have
z 〈〈Ψd; Ψd†〉〉z = 〈{Ψd,Ψd†}〉+ 〈〈Ψd; [H,Ψd† ]〉〉z . (2.14)











The EOM is now




so it is necessary to evaluate Gkαd(z) in the same manner. We obtain
Gkαd(z) = (zI− Eα)−1 ETαGdd(z). (2.17)
Combining eq. (2.16) and (2.17) we obtain the expression for the QD’s GF
Gdd(z) = (zI− Edot − Σ(z))−1 , (2.18)
where Σ(z) =
∑
k,α Σαk(z) denotes the QD’s self-energy:
Σαk(z) = E
†
Tα (zI− Eα)−1 ETα. (2.19)
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z2 − ξ2αk −∆2
z + ξαk ∆
∆ z − ξαk
 . (2.20)




∞ ρ(ε)dε, and assume
























The spectral function is defined as [13, 14]:







The trace of the spectral function represent the density of states (DOS) A(ω).
Increasing the on-dot energy, ABSs are still formed but pushed to the edge of
the gap and eventually, when energy becomes too large, they become invisible
in the DOS. The DOS for the energies outside the SC gap is shown in Fig.
2.4.
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Figure 2.4: The DOS for the non-interacting S-QD-S system for energies
outside the SC gap |ε| > ∆. Parameters are  = 1, ∆ = 0.1, ρ = 2, t = 0.1.
The inset shows the ∆ = 0 situation.
Inside the SC gap, the ABSs are formed and that is shown in Fig. 2.5.
-2 -1 0 1 2
10
A(ω)






Figure 2.5: The DOS for the non-interacting S-QD-S system inside the SC
gap |ε| < ∆. Parameters are  = 0.01, ∆ = 1, ρ = 2, t = 0.1. The inset
shows the ∆ = 0 situation.
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2.6 The U →∞ limit
In the limit of large interaction U we project out the states with double
and null occupancy. The idea is to eliminate charge fluctuations on the im-
purity induced by the coupling between the QD and the SC leads and to
construct the effective Hamiltonian by applying a Schrieffer-Wolff transfor-
mation transformation [13, 15, 16]. We separate the Hamiltonian given by
the eq. (2.3) into a zeroth-order part H0 = Hdot + H
α
BCS and a perturbed
part H1 = H
α
T. To obtain the effective Hamiltonian, we perform a canonical
transformation on the original Hamiltonian:
Heff = e













where Sˆ is the generator of the transformation. We want to have just the
second-order terms and to eliminate the linear terms, the generator has to




= 0 and the new Hamiltonian to the lowest
order becomes







The explicit form of the generator Sˆ can be obtained by noting that because[
Sˆ, H0
]
= −H1 it must contain terms proportional to c†αkσdσ. It’s commu-
tator with Ud†↑d↑d
†
↓d↓ yields terms proportional to ndσc
†
αkσdσ, where σ is the

























To find the effective Hamiltonian, we need to evaluate the commutator[
Sˆ, H1
]
. That commutator gives rise to several terms, but we want only




















εα(k′)− (ε+ U) +
1



















so that at the Fermi level we have




So we obtained the spin model JS · s, where S is the spin S = 1/2 with
which we describe the QD and s is the spin density of SC leads in the place of
the impurity. Then we pretend that S is large and we make the limit S →∞,
J = 0, so that we have JS = const. Spin of the QD becomes static. In this
limit only the ”Ising” coupling JSzsz survives. This problem is quadratic in
creation/annihilation operators and it can be exactly solved.





































The EOM includes the unknown GF Gdα(z) which has to be evaluated. In
the same manner we have the EOM:
zGdα(z) = ET,αGdd(z) + EαGdα(z), (2.37)
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and the unknown GF is:
Gdα(z) = ET,α (zI− Eα)−1Gdd(z). (2.38)























with α = JSρpi/2, and represent the energies of the ABSs. The position of
the ABSs for different values of the exchange coupling J is shown in Fig. 2.6
and 2.7.






Figure 2.6: The spectral function of the impurity for the exchange coupling
J = 0.5. Other parameters are ρ = 2,∆ = 0.1, S = 1.
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Figure 2.7: The spectral function of the impurity for the exchange coupling
J = 1 parameter. Other parameters are ρ = 2,∆ = 0.1, S = 1.
2.7 Exact diagonalization in the superconduct-
ing atomic limit
An exact diagonalization of the model is possible in the limit ∆→∞ [8, 9].
This limit is important because it is the simplest calculation where one can
discuss the 0− and pi− ground states. In this limiting case the Hilbert space
of the problem is automatically reduced to states spanned by the different
electronic configurations of the dot levels. The vector basis is
|0〉 = |∅〉
|↑〉 = d†↑ |∅〉
|↓〉 = d†↓ |∅〉
|↑↓〉 = d†↑d†↓ |∅〉 .
The effect of the superconducting leads appears as a pairing term between
the electrons within the dot. If we put ∆ → ∞ limit into the self-energy
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where we used the definition ∆ = |∆|eiϕ. Plugging eq. (2.42) into the
expression for the QD’s GF given by eq. (4.11), leads to the same result as















0 0 0 Γ
0 ε 0 0
0 0 ε 0
Γ 0 0 2ε+ U
 . (2.44)
The matrix H consists of two 2×2 matrices. One of them (the ”inner” one)
is already diagonal and has the eigenvalues
Eσ = ε. (2.45)
The other (”outer”) matrix has to be diagonalized. The eigenvalues are
E± = ξ ±
√
ξ2 + Γ2 (2.46)
with ξ = ε + U
2
. The eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues Eσ are
|σ〉, where σ =↑, ↓ and they represent the spin-doublet ground state. The




























the spin-singlet ground state. The 0 − pi transition or the singlet-doublet
transition occurs when Eσ = E− (Fig. 2.8). As already mentioned, the
0-phase difference corresponds to the ground state when Ic > 0 and the pi-
phase difference corresponds to the ground state when Ic < 0, so the 0 − pi
transition represents a reversal in the sign of the Josephson current.
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SINGLET
DOUBLET










Figure 2.8: Phase diagram of a simple dot with Coulomb interaction U , dot
energy level ε and tunnelling coupling Γ.
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Chapter 3
Josephson effect in an
S-DQD-S system
The existence of magnetic impurities in a normal metal can lead to a quantum-
phase transition, because the Kondo effect competes with the antiferromag-
netic exchange interaction between the impurities. Kondo effect is the in-
crease of the electrical resistance when the temperature is decreasing. That is
more often in heavy fermion compounds. When a single QD is connected to
SC leads, a Josephson current is changing the sign and that shows the tran-
sition between the singlet and the doublet ground states. That was shown in
chapter 2. The double quantum dot (DQD) connected to the normal metal
leads represents a physical interpretation of the two impurity Kondo model
[18]. Kondo model is a model which represents a QD connected to a large
reservoir of noninteracting electrons. The QD is represented by a spin-1/2
coupled to a continuous band of noninteracting electrons through the anti-
ferromagnetic exchange coupling. We want to know what is happening if the
normal metal leads are replaced by the SC ones.
In this chapter I study the Josephson effect in the system consisting of
a side-coupled DQD connected to two superconducting leads (the S-DQD-S
system), which is shown in Fig. 3.1. Side-coupled DQD means that one QD
is embedded between SC leads, with tunnel coupling strength ΓL and ΓR,
while the second QD is coupled to the first one with hopping matrix element
t, but not with the SC leads.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the S-DQD-S system. The DQD is
composed of the QD denoted by d, which is embedded between the SC leads,
and of the QD denoted by a, which is connected to d.
3.1 The S-DQD-S Hamiltonian
The total Hamiltonian of the system consists of three parts [19, 20]:






where α = L,R denotes the left and right superconducting leads. The first


























The operators d†σ and a
†
σ are creation operators for an electron with spin σ on
site d or a. The on-site energies of the dots are defined by ε = δ−U/2, where
U denotes the Coulomb interaction. Coupling between the dots is described
by the interdot tunnel coupling td.

















where c†αkσ, cαkσ are the creation and annihilation operators of electrons with
momentum k and spin σ, ∆α = |∆α|eiϕα is the complex order parameter,
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with |∆α| as the amplitude of the superconducting gap, and ϕα as the super-
conducting phase. H. C. denotes the Hermitian conjugate. The leads have
flat and symmetric conduction bands, i.e., the kinetic energy ξαk measured
from the Fermi level ranges in the finite interval [−D,D], where D is an
electronic bandwidth. The density of states (DOS) is ρα = 1/2D.








with equal hopping t. We assume the tunnelling coupling magnitude Γα =
pi|t|2ρα to be constant in the energy range of interest. We further denote
Γ = ΓL + ΓR.
3.2 Non-interacting case U = 0
In the first place, we consider the case when the Coulomb interaction Ud =
Ua = U = 0. In order to obtain QD’s GF, we use the Nambu formalism and
insert the expression Gdd(z) = 〈〈Ψd; Ψd†〉〉z into the EOM eq. (2.12). Now
we have

















We first assume that the energies on the dots d and a are equal and later
study the case of unequal εd and εa.
3.2.1 εd = εa
This is the case when the on-site energies εd,a are equal. The matrix Ed,a is
now simply E =
ε 0
0 −ε
. The EOM eq. (2.12) is
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so it is necessary to evaluate Gαkd(z) and Gda(z) in the same manner. We
obtain
Gkαd(z) = (zI− Eα)−1 ETαGdd(z), (3.8)
and
Gda(z) = (zI− E )−1 EtdGdd(z). (3.9)
Combining eqs. (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) we obtain the expression for the GF of
the QD d in the presence of the side coupled dot a
Gdd(z) =
(
zI− E + E †td (zI− E )−1 Etd − Σ(z)
)−1
. (3.10)
The part E †td (zI− E )−1 Etd in the eq. (3.10) evaluates to
−t2d
z2−ε2
z + ε 0




k,α Σαk(z) denotes the QD’s self-energy with
Σαk(z) = E
†
Tα (zI− Eα)−1 ETα. (3.11)





z2 − ξ2αk −∆2
z + ξαk ∆
∆ z − ξαk
 . (3.12)
We assume the density of states ρα to be constant and replace the discrete













Here we used an approximation and replaced the finite limits D by infinity.











Once we calculate the DOS we can see that it vanishes for energies inside
the SC gap ε ≤ ∆, except for certain values. Those discrete states are ABSs,
located symmetrically around EF . Fig. 3.2 shows ε < ∆ and Fig. 3.3 shows
ε = ∆ situation.
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Figure 3.2: The spectral function for the non-interacting S-DQD-S system.
Parameters Γ = 0.02pi, ε = 0.0001, td = 0.1, ∆ = 0.1. Broadening is equal
to 10−4.






Figure 3.3: The spectral function for the non-interacting S-DQD-S system.
Parameters Γ = 0.02pi, ε = 0.1, td = 0.1, ∆ = 0.1.
For energies outside the SC gap, the ABSs are approaching the edge of
the SC gap as shown on the left side of Fig. 3.4 and they eventually merge
with the gap edge for ε large enough, as shown on the right side of the same
figure. That is because the AR 2.1 probability is smaller than unity for ε > ∆
and it falls off rapidly going from the edges of the gap, so the ABSs formation
is falling off.
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(a) ε = 0.2








(b) ε = 1
Figure 3.4: The spectral function for the non-interacting S-DQD-S system.
ABSs are gradually vanishing from the SC gap as the energy on the dot
increases. Parameters Γ = 0.02pi, td = 0.1, ∆ = 0.1.
In the case when |ε|  ∆ the SC gap seemingly vanishes and the situation
becomes similar to the DQD connected to normal metal leads, as we can see
in Fig. 3.5.








Figure 3.5: The spectral function for the non-interacting S-DQD-S system for
energies |ε|  ∆. The DOS is continuous and the SC gap is not observable.
Parameters Γ = 0.02pi, ε = 1, td = 0.1, ∆ = 10
−5.
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3.2.2 εd 6= εa
The GF is almost the same as in the previous case, now we just cannot use
the simplified matrix Ed,a. So now we have
Gdd(z) =
(
zI− Ed + E †td (zI− Ea)−1 Etd − Σ(z)
)−1
. (3.15)
Now we proceed to see what happens if the energy on one dot is bigger than
the other and both of them still smaller than the SC gap. Fig. 3.6 shows



















(b) εd = 0.00001, εa = 0.1.
Figure 3.6: The spectral function for the non-interacting S-DQD-S system
for the energy asymmetric QDs. The width of the ABSs is slightly increased
in comparison with the symmetrical case. Parameters Γ = 0.02pi, td = 0.1,
∆ = 0.5.
Now we proceed to situations in which the energies on the dots are differ-
ent but outside the SC gap. We can again observe cases when those energies
are just little outside the SC gap, which is shown in Fig. 3.7. The ABSs are
formed in both cases |εd| > |εa| and vice versa, but they are pushed closer
to the edge gap in the former case. Again we can see that the embedded dot
d has bigger impact on the ABSs formation, in a sense that increasing its
energy ABSs are formed with smaller probability.
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(a) εd = 0.3, εa = 0.15.








(b) εd = 0.15, εa = 0.3.
Figure 3.7: The spectral function for the non-interacting S-DQD-S system
for the energy asymmetric QDs slightly outside the SC gap. ABSs are formed
close to the gap edges. Parameters Γ = 0.02pi, td = 0.1, ∆ = 0.1.
In the case when energies on both dots are much larger than the SC gap,
shown in Fig. 3.8, the SC gap seemingly vanishes in both situations. The
difference is only that the DOS peak is moved slightly towards the dot which
has larger energy.









(a) εd = 0.3, εa = 0.15.









(b) εd = 0.15, εa = 0.3.
Figure 3.8: The spectral function for the non-interacting S-DQD-S system
for the energy asymmetric QDs outside the SC gap. The SC gap is not
observable. Parameters Γ = 0.02pi, td = 0.1, ∆ = 10
−5.
The situation U = 0 is used just as a theoretical model, it can never be
achieved in real systems. Therefore we now proceed to different theoretical
approaches to include the effect of interactions in the Josephson effect.
3.3 Interacting case U 6= 0
The total Hamiltonian given by the Eq. (3.1) is not exactly solvable due
to the quartic term in Coulomb interaction. Therefore some approximations
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must be made. First we will discuss the case when the Coulomb interaction
is large and we will take the U → ∞ limit. After that, we will take a look
at the infinite superconducting gap limit ∆→∞.
3.3.1 The U →∞ limit
Following the procedure from 2.6, we can obtain modified Hamiltonian in the
limit of large interaction U . In the first place, we make the Schrieffer-Wolff
transformation for the d dot and obtain the Kondo Hamiltonian. Afterwards,
we can assume that the second dot also can be described by a spin and
coupled to the first dot through the exchange interaction. The Hamiltonian
is now




with J1 = 8Γ/piU and J12 = 2t
2
d/(Ua + Ud).
That is the quantum model for spin-1/2. We need to make the limits
of large spin. For the dot d we assume that S → ∞ and J = 0, so the





σdσ. For the dot a we make limits Sd →∞ and Sa →∞, while
there is an angle θ between the spins, so the spin d is in the z direction and





Now the product J12S
z


















with Σ(z) given by the Eq. (3.14) and Etd =
td 0
0 −td
. We will look how
the spectral density depends on parameters in this case. The spectral density
function on the d site for an angle θ = 0, that is when spins on both dots are
parallel to each other, is shown in the Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: The spectral function on the embedded dot. Parameters Γ =
0.02pi, J = 1, td = 0.5, ∆ = 0.1, J12 = 1, Sd = 1, θ = 0.
Fig. 3.10. shows the DOS for the same parameters but for anti-parallel
spins.








Figure 3.10: The spectral function on the embedded dot. Parameters Γ =
0.02pi, J = 1, S = 1, td = 0.5, ∆ = 0.1, J12 = 1, Sd = 1, θ = pi.
When spins are orthogonal to each other, the DOS is like the one shown
in Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: The spectral function on the embedded dot. Parameters Γ =
0.02pi, J = 1, S = 1, td = 0.5, ∆ = 0.1, J12 = 1, Sd = 1, θ = pi/2.
For an arbitrary oblique angle, the DOS is shown in Fig. 3.12.








Figure 3.12: The spectral function on the embedded dot. Parameters Γ =
0.02pi, J = 1, S = 1, td = 0.5, ∆ = 0.1, J12 = 1, Sd = 1, θ = pi/6.
For bigger values of the exchange coupling between the dots J12 and spin
on the dot d Sd, the DOS changes with respect to the angle θ as shown in
Fig. 3.13.
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(a) θ = 0








(b) θ = pi








(c) θ = pi/2








(d) θ = pi/6
Figure 3.13: The spectral function on the embedded dot. Parameters Γ =
0.02pi, J = 1, S = 1, td = 0.5, ∆ = 0.1, J12 = 2, Sd = 2.
3.3.2 Exact diagonalization in the ∆→∞ limit
An exact diagonalization of the model is possible in the limit ∆ → ∞.
Following the procedure from section 2.7, we put the limit ∆ → ∞ in Eq.








neglecting the phase of the superconducting gap. Doing that, we can define
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and one triplet state
|↑, ↑〉 .
Calculating the matrix elements Hij = 〈i|H |j〉, we obtain a 1× 1 matrix
from the triplet state:
H11 = δd + δa, (3.20)




δa −td 0 −Γd
−td δd −Γa 0
0 −Γa Ua + 2δa + δd td




0 −Γa 0 −Γd 0
−Γa Ua + 2δa −
√
2td 0 −Γd





2td Ud + 2δd −Γa
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where we used δd,a = εd,a + U/2. We diagonalize those matrices and obtain
ten energy eigenvalues, from which one corresponds to the triplet state, four
of them belong to the doublet and five of the eigenstates to singlet state.
We assume that Ua = Ud = U, δa = δd = δ, Γa = 0, Γd = Γ, and
δ = ε + U/2 and calculate energies to see whether the ground state is a
singlet, a doublet or a triplet. We take U as the energy unit and introduce
new variables x = ε/U and y = Γ/U . The resulting eigenvalue diagram is
shown in Fig. 3.14. It is possible to see that in this case we never get the
triplet state as the ground state. A singlet-triplet phase transition can be
obtained in a parallel DQD connected to SC leads as shown in [21]. For most
parameter values we obtain a singlet ground state, which is colored in blue.
Doublet states are also shown in beige in two narrow regions. Those regions
are positioned symmetrically around ε/U = −1.








Figure 3.14: Eigenvalue diagram of the S-DQD-S system in the superconduct-
ing atomic limit. The coupling between the dots is td = 0.1, the Coulomb




I studied the systems in which quantum dots are connected to superconduct-
ing leads. In such systems, the Josephson current is flowing. That current is
carried by the Andreev bound states.
In the first place I was considering the system in which one quantum dot
is embedded between the superconducting leads. Calculating the density of
states in the non-interacting case and plotting it, we can see that the Andreev
bound states are formed inside the superconducting gap. By treating the case
of the infinite interaction between the electrons, I obtained the position of the
Andreev bound states. In the case when the superconducting gap is infinite,
we can see the transition between the singlet and the doublet ground states.
The transition is characterized by the reversal of the Josephson current sign.
When studying the system in which a side-coupled quantum dot is con-
nected to superconducting leads, I treated the same three cases. We can see
that the Andreev bound states are again formed. In the superconducting
atomic limit we obtain singlet ground states for the most of parameter val-
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Kvantne pike so majhne, umetno izdelane strukture, velikosti od nekaj nanometrov
do nekaj mikrometrov. Gibanje elektronov v kvantnih pikah je omejeno v
vseh treh prostorskih dimenzijah, kar ima za posledico podobnost z atomom.
Polprevodniˇske kvantne pike ponavadi vsebujejo milijone elektronov tesno
vezanih z jedri, vendar je sˇtevilo prostih elektronov veliko manje. Kvantne
pike imajo kvantizirane orbitale in diskreten spekter vzbuditev. To je prva
podobnost z resnicˇnimi atomi. Druga znacˇilnost kvantnih pik je energija
polnjenja, podobna energiji ionizacije v atomih. Dodatni elektron s nabo-
jem e spreminja elektrostaticˇno potencialno energijo za polnilno energijo
EC = e
2/C, kjer je C kapacitivnost kvantne pike. Zaradi teh podrobnosti se
kvantne pike imenujejo tudi umetni atomi, cˇeprav so veliko vecˇji od atomov.
Superprevodnost je leta 1911 odkril H. Kamerlingh Onnes na Nizozemskem.
Pod dolocˇeno kriticˇno temperaturo Tc nekateri materiali prehajajo v stanje,
za katerega sta znacˇilni dve osnovni lastnosti. Njihova elektricˇna upornost je
nicˇ in so popolni elektricˇni prevodniki. Druga lastnost je, da so popolni dia-
magneti. Vsa magnetna polja znotraj materiala, ki je v normalnem stanju,
so izrinjena, ko material preide v superprevodno stanje. To je Meissnerjev
pojav. Na podlagi tega lahko definiramo kriticˇno magnetno polje Bc(T ) su-
perprevodnega materiala, ki je maksimalno polje pri katerem material ostane
superprevoden. Prvo mikroskopsko teorijo o superprevodnosti so v pedesetih
letih 20. stoletja razvili John Bardeen, Leon Cooper in J. Robert Schrieffer,
ki se po njihovih zacˇetnicah imenuje teorija BCS. Cooper je pokazal, da cˇe
obstaja privlacˇna interakcija med dvema elektronoma na Fermijevem nivoju,
potem ta elektrona tvorita vezano stanje, ki ima energijo manjˇso od 2EF .
Ta dva elektrona se imenujeta Cooperjev par. Ko elektron vstopi v kristalno
mrezˇo, trcˇi z atomi mrezˇe, ki vibrirajo, in premakne pozitivno nabito jedro
proti sebi. Pozitivno nabito obmocˇje, ki nastane na ta nacˇin, in posredno prvi
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elektron, privlacˇita nekateri drugi, oddaljeni elektron. BCS teorija pravi, da
ko pride do superprevodnega stanja, tista dva elektrona tvorita Cooperjev
par. Elektronski pari se obnasˇajo kot bozoni, ki se lahko kondenzirajo v
isti energijski nivo. Pri prehodu v superprevodno stanje se gostota stanj
drasticˇno spremeni v blzˇini Fermijevega nivoja. Nastane energijska rezˇa, ker
imajo Cooperjevi pari nizˇjo energijo osnovnega stanja od Fermijevega plina
ne-interagirajocˇih elektronov.
V strukturah, kjer so superprevodniki v stiku z materijali, ki niso su-
perprevodni (oznacˇili jih bomo z X, saj so lahko karkoli, od obicˇajnih kovin,
preko izolatorjev do kvantnih pik) elektronski pari, ki se gibljejo od superpre-
vodnika, vplivajo na snov X, ki pridobi superprevodne lastnosti blizu vmes-
nika. To je znano kot superprevodni ucˇinek blizˇine. Cˇe prikljucˇimo kvantno
piko na superprevodnik, se bo njena elektronska struktura spremenila. Coop-
erjevi pari se tunelirajo. To povzrocˇi nastanek energijske rezˇe v gostoti stanj.
Poleg tega se pojavijo diskretna stanja znotraj rezˇe. Cˇe sta dve superprevodni
zˇicˇki povezani prek tunelirajocˇe bariere, lahko pride do t.i. Josephsonovega
pojava: v odsotnosti napetosti skozi taksˇen sistem tecˇe istosmeren tok:
Is = Ic sinϕ, (4.1)
ki se imenuje supertok ali Josephsonov tok, taksˇen sistem pa Josephsonov
stik. Gonilna sila je fazna razlika med parametroma reda superprevodnikov
ϕ = ϕL − ϕR. Amplituda Ic se imenuje kriticˇen tok. Josephson je nadalje








ter supertok bo izmenicˇen tok z amplitudo Ic in frekvenco ν = 2eV/h. Prosta
energija shranjena v Josephsonovem stiku je:
F =
∫
I · V dt = ~
2e
∫
Idϕ = − ~
2e
Ic cos(ϕ) + const. (4.3)
Ko ni toka skozi stik, je fazna razlika ϕ = 0 ali ϕ = pi. Iz enacˇbe (4.3) vidimo,
da ko je Ic > 0, fazna razlika enaka pi ustreza maksimumu energije, medtem
ko fazna razlika 0 ustreza energijskemu minimumu in predstavlja osnovno
stanje Josephsonovega stika. To je t.i. Josephsonov stik 0. Obstajajo tudi
primeri, ko je Ic < 0. Takrat fazna razlika enaka pi ustreza osnovnemu stanju.
To je t.i. Josephsonov stik pi. Cˇ je material X kvantna pika, znacˇilen del
supertoka bo prenasˇajo diskretna stanja znotraj energijske rezˇe [7]. Poglejmo,
kako nastanejo ta stanja.
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trodami
Diskretna stanja, ki nstanejo znotraj superprevodne energijske rezˇe, se imenu-
jejo Andreevova vezana stanja [4, 8, 9]. Predpostavimo, da normalno (N) in
superprevodno (S) elektrodo povezuje tanka bariera. Posebej nas zanimajo
elektroni, ki imajo energijo znotraj superprevodne rezˇe |ε| < ∆. Zanima
nas kako lahko elektroni pridejo skozi vmesnik NS. V superprevodniku okoli
Fermijevega nivoja ni na voljo nobenih stanj do energije ∆. Pri prehodu
v vmesnik lahko pride do normalnega odboja ali do Andreevovega odboja.
Normalni odboj pomeni, da se elektron, ko pride do vmesnika NS, odbije
nazaj v normalni material in v tem primeru ni neto prenosa naboja. Pri
Andreevovem odboju se vpadni elektron odbije nazaj v normalni material
kot vrzel, ki je konjugirana elektronu preko obrata cˇasa, medtem ko v su-
perprevodnem materialu pride do nastanka Cooperjevega para. Naboj 2e je
prenesen skozi vmesnik NS. Pri Andreevovem odboju se elektron, ki ima en-
ergijo znotraj rezˇe, odbije na vmesniku NS kot vrzel in ta proces je podoben
opticˇni fazni konjugaciji [4, 8, 11, 12]. V SNS stiku lahko pride do vecˇkratnih
Andreevovih odbojev. Cˇe je izpolnjen resonancˇni pogoj, lahko nastanejo
Andreevova vezana stanja (AVS), kar lahko vidimo na sliki 4.1.
Figure 4.1: a) Shematski prikaz nastanka AVS. b) Gostota stanj, ki ima poleg
zveznega dela diskretne linije, ki ustrezajo AVS. [12]
AVS znotraj rezˇe tvorijo diskretni spekter, ki je odvisen od superpre-
vodne fazne razlike med levo in desno elektrodo ϕ, ker pri vsakem prehodu
elektron (vrzel) dobi fazno razliko ϕL ali ϕR. Odvisnost od faze je lastnost
AVS in dokaz, da lahko prenasˇajo supertok. Sprememba superprevodnih faz








Razsˇirjeni povzetek v slovenskem jeziku
Stanja zunaj rezˇe imajo pogosto majhen prispevek h Josephsonovemu toku,
zato imajo AVS glavno vlogo v mezoskopski superprevodnosti.
Sistem, ki je sestavlje iz ene kvatne pike sklopljene s superprevodnimi
elektrodami, lahko opiˇsemo s pomocˇjo Andersonovega modela ene necˇistocˇe.
































kjer je d†σ, dσ operator, ki tvori ali iznicˇi en elektron s spinom σ na mestu pike,
U predstavlja Coulombovo interakcijo med elektroni. Operatorji c†αkσ, cαkσ
kreirajo ali anihilirajo elektron, ki ima spin σ in valovno sˇtevilo k znotraj
leve ali desne elektrode, oznacˇene z α = L,R. ∆α = |∆α|eiϕα je komplek-
sni ureditveni parameter, kjer je |∆α| amplituda superprevodne rezˇe in ϕα
superprevodna faza. H. C. oznacˇuje Hermitsko konjugacijo. Sklopitev je
opisana s tretjo vrstico, kjer tα predstavlja matricˇne elemente za tuneliranje.
Predpostavljamo, da je intenziteta sklapljanja Γα = pi|tα|2ρα konstantna v
zˇelenem energijskem obmocˇju (ρα je gostota normalnega stanja pri Fermi-
jevem nivoju). Lahko definiramo sˇe Γ = ΓL + ΓR. Za opis superprevod-








Lastnosti kvantno-mehanskih sistemov opisujemo s pricˇakovanimi vred-
nosti, ki jih lahko dobimo iz Greenove funkcije. Greenova funkcija kvantne




















kjer je t cˇas. Spinor operatorja polja kvantne pike v Hesienbergovi notaciji
je ψd(t) = e
iHtψde
−iHt, kjer smo privzeli konvencijo ~ = 1. Tt je operator
cˇasovnega urejanja. V primeru ko je Hamiltnian neodvisen od cˇasa, Greenovo
funkcijo lahko izracˇunamo iz enacˇbe gibanja:
z 〈〈A;B〉〉z = 〈{A,B}〉+ 〈〈[A,H] ;B〉〉z = 〈{A,B}〉+ 〈〈A; [H,B]〉〉z . (4.7)
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Ne-interagirajocˇi primer












Enacˇba gibanja dana z enacˇbo (4.7) je zdaj:





Gkαd(z) = (zI− Eα)−1 ETαGdd(z). (4.10)
Ko vstavimo enacˇbo (4.10) v enacˇbo (4.9) dobimo:
Gdd(z) = (zI− Edot − Σ(z))−1 , (4.11)
kjer Σ(z) =
∑
k,α Σαk(z) oznacˇuje lastno-energijo kvantne pike. Lastna-















∞ ρ(ε)dε, in pred-
postavili, da je gostota stanj konstantna ρα. Gostota stanj je prikazana na
sliki 4.2. Na levi strani vidimo stanja, ki imajo energijo zunaj rezˇe in lahko
vidimo, da AVS niso opazna. Na desni strani pa vidimo gostoto stanj z
energijo znotraj rezˇe, kjer so opazna AVS.














(a)  = 1,∆ = 0.1
-2 -1 0 1 2
10
A(ω)






(b)  = 0.01,∆ = 1
Figure 4.2: Spektralna funkcija ne-interagirajocˇega S-QD-S sistema. a)
|| > ∆, b)|| < ∆. Ostali parametri so ρ = 2, t = 0.1. Vstavljene slike
predstavljajo situacijo ∆ = 0.
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Razsˇirjeni povzetek v slovenskem jeziku
Limita neskoncˇne Coulombove interakcije
V primeru, ko je U velik, lahko dvojno in nicˇkratno zasedenost s pomocˇjo
Schrieffer - Wolffove transformacije [13, 15, 16]. Dobimo spinski model JS ·s,
kjer je S kvantno-mehanski operator za spin necˇistocˇe S = 1/2, s pa spinska
gostota superprevpdnih elektrod na mestu necˇistocˇe. Potem se pretvarjamo,
da je S velik in naredimo limito S → ∞, J = 0, tako da velja JS = const.
V tej limiti prezˇivi edino t.i. ”Ising” sklopitev JSzsz. Problem lahko tedaj






















α = JSρpi/2, in predstavljajo energije AVS. Lege AVS za razlicˇne parametre
so prikazane na sliki 4.3.






(a) J = 0.5






(b) J = 1
Figure 4.3: Spektralna funkcija necˇistocˇe za razlicˇne vrednosti parametra J .
Ostali parametri so ρ = 2,∆ = 0.1, S = 1.
Tocˇna diagonalizacija v limiti neskoncˇne rezˇe
To je najbolj preprost primer, v katerem lahko obravnavamo prehod med
osnovnim stanjem 0 in pi. V tem primeru se Hilbertov prostor reducira na
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stanja z razlicˇno elektronsko konfiguracijo nivojev kvantne pike. Vektorska
baza je:
|0〉 = |∅〉
|↑〉 = d†↑ |∅〉
|↓〉 = d†↓ |∅〉
|↑↓〉 = d†↑d†↓ |∅〉 .
Cˇe vstavimo limito ∆→∞ v izrazu za lastno-energijo dan z enacˇbo (4.12),



















Cˇe izracˇunamo matricˇne elemente Hij = 〈i|H |j〉, dobimo matriko Hamilto-
niana, ki jo je treba diagonalizirat. Z diagonalizacijo dobimo lastne vrednosti
Eσ = ε, (4.18)
kateri ustrezata lastna vektorja |σ〉, kjer je σ =↑, ↓ in predstavljata dubletni
osnovni stanji, ter
E± = ξ ±
√
ξ2 + Γ2 (4.19)
s ξ = ε+ U
2




























tukaj nista normirana in predstavljata singletna osnovna stanja. Do prehoda
med singletnim in dubletnim osnovnim stanjem pride, ko je Eσ = E− (slika
4.4). Kot zˇe omenjeno, fazna razlika 0 ustreza osnovnem stanju, ko je Ic > 0,
medtem ko fazna razlika pi ustreza osnovnem stanju, ko je Ic < 0. Prehod
0− pi torej predstavlja preobrat znaka Josephsonovega toka.
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Razsˇirjeni povzetek v slovenskem jeziku
SINGLET
DOUBLET










Figure 4.4: Fazni diagram kvantne pike z Coulombovo interakcijo U , energijo
pike ε in hibridizacijo Γ.
Josephsonov pojav v S-DQD-S sistemih















































kjer so oznake iste kot v Hamiltonianu podanom z enacˇbo (4.5) s tem, da
imamo tu sˇe operatorje a†σ, ki kreirajo/anihilirajo elektron na mestu kvantne
pike a in tunelsko sklopitvijo med pikami td. Energijski nivoji v pikah so






Najprej poglejmo primer, ko je Ud = Ua = U = 0. Da dobimo Greenovo
funkcije pike na mestu d, vstavimo Gdd(z) = 〈〈Ψd; Ψd†〉〉z v enacˇbo (4.7).
Racˇunamo na isti nacˇin kot v prejˇsnjem delu. Posebej obravnavamo primera
δd = δa in δd 6= δa.
εd = εa
To je primer, ko so energije εd,a enake. Greenova funkcija, ki jo dobimo na
isti nacˇin kot v prejˇsnjem razdelku, je:
Gdd(z) =
(
zI− E + E †td (zI− E )−1 Etd − Σ(z)
)−1
, (4.23)











Na sliki 4.5 lahko vidimo formiranje AVS v primeru, ko so energije znotraj
energijske rezˇe.







Figure 4.5: Gostota stanj v ne-interagirajocˇem primeru za energije znotraj
rezˇe. Andreevova vezana stanja so formirana. Parametri so Γ = 0.02pi,
ε = 0.0001, td = 0.1, ∆ = 0.1. Sˇiritev vrha je 10
−4.
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εd 6= εa
Greenova funkcija je priblizˇno enaka kot v prejˇsnjem primeru. Zdaj imamo
Gdd(z) =
(
zI− Ed + E †td (zI− Ea)−1 Etd − Σ(z)
)−1
. (4.25)
Cˇe so energije obeh pik znotraj rezˇe, vendar so razlicˇne, AVS nastanejo zno-
traj rezˇe. Cˇe so energije malo zunaj rezˇe, AVS nastanejo, vendar so pre-
maknjeni proti robu rezˇe. Ta primera sta prikazana na sliki 4.6. V primeru,










(a) εd = 0.1, εa = 0.00001.









(b) εd = 0.3, εa = 0.15.
Figure 4.6: Gostota stanj v ne-interagirajocˇem primeru za asimetricˇne
kvantne pike. Levo so stanja znotraj rezˇe, desno pa zunaj. Parametri so
Γ = 0.02pi, td = 0.1, ∆ = 0.5.
Limita neskoncˇne Coulombove interakcije
Najprej naredimo Schrieffer-Wolffovo transformacijo na mestu pike d in do-
bimo Kondov Hamiltonian. Potem predpostavimo, da lahko tudi drugo piko
opiˇsemo s spinom in jo sklopimo s prvo piko preko izmenjalne interakcije.
Hamiltonian je:




J1 = 8Γ/piU and J12 = 2t
2
d/(Ua+Ud). To je kvantno-mehanski model za spin-
1/2. Narediti je treba limiti. Za piko d predpostavimo S →∞ in J = 0, tako





σdσ. Za piko a naredimo limiti Sd →∞ in Sa →∞, medtem




a . Zdaj produkt J12S
z
d




σaσ. Spet na isti nacˇin izracˇunamo
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Greenovo funkcijo, iz katere lahko izracˇunamo gostoto stanj. Gostota stanj
je prikazana na sliki 4.7. v najbolj splosˇnem primeru, ko je kot θ poljuben.








Figure 4.7: Spektralna funkcija vgrajene kvantne pike. Parametri so Γ =
0.02pi, J = 1, S = 1, td = 0.5, ∆ = 0.1, J12 = 1, Sd = 1, θ = pi/6.














































in enega tripletnega stanja:
|↑, ↑〉 .
Z racˇunanjem matricˇnih elementov Hij = 〈i|H |j〉, dobimo 1 × 1 matriko
za tripletno stanje, 4× 4 za dubletna stanja in 5× 5 matriko za singletna
stanja. Matrike diagonaliziramo, da dobimo deset lastnih vrednosti energije.
Predpostavimo, da Ua = Ud = U, δa = δd = δ, Γa = 0, Γd = Γ in δ = ε+U/2
ter izracˇunamo energije, da vidimo cˇe je osnovno stanje singlet, dublet ali
triplet. Vzamemo U kot energijsko enoto in vpeljemo nove spremenljivke:
x = ε/U in y = Γ/U . Diagram lastnih stanj je prikazan na sliki 4.8. Za
vecˇino parametrov dobimo singletno osnovno stanje, ki je obarvano modro
na sliki. Dubletna stanja so ozka bezˇ obmocˇja, ki so postavljena simetricˇno
glede na ε/U = −1.








Figure 4.8: Diagram lastnih stanj v limiti neskoncˇne rezˇe. Sklopitev med
pikami je td = 0.1, Coulombova interakcija je ista v obeh pikah, U = 1.
Zakljucˇek
Sˇtudirala sem sisteme, v katerih so kvantne pike povezane s superprevodnimi
elektrodami. V tovrstnih sistemih tecˇe Josephsonov tok. Ta tok prenasˇajo
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Andreevova vezana stanja. Na prvem mestu sem gledala sistem, v katerem je
ena kvantna pika vgrajena med superprevodnima elektrodama. Cˇe izracˇunamo
gostoto stanj v ne-interagirajocˇem primeru in jo nariˇsemo, lahko vidimo,
da so Andreevova vezana stanja znotraj superprevodne rezˇe. Z obravnavo
primera neskoncˇne interakcije med elektroni sem dobila polozˇaj Andreevovih
vezanih stanj. V primeru, ko je superprevodna rezˇa neskoncˇna, lahko opaz-
imo prehod med singletnimi in dubletnimi osnovi stanji. Za prehod je znacˇilen
preobrat znaka Josephsonovega toka. Pri sˇtudiranju sistema, v katerem je
dvojna kvantna pika stransko vezana s superprevodnimi elektrodami, sem
obravnavala enake tri primere. Lahko vidimo, da se Andreevova vezana
stanja spet formirajo. V limiti neskoncˇne rezˇe dobimo singletno stanje za
vecˇino vrednosti parametrov, razen v ozkem obmocˇju. Nikoli nisem dobila
tripletnega osnovnega stanja.
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